The detection of mastitis in individual quarters using electrical conductivity or somatic cell concentration.
In this investigation electrical conductivity (EC) and somatic cell concentration (SCC) were compared in 3 herds for their ability to correctly identify the infection status of quarters. For EC, thresholds of 6.0 and 6.8 mS/cm were used and comparisons were made between quarters within each cow. The method of comparison between quarters was the same as that described by the manufacturers of the AHI Mastitis Detector. For SCC a threshold of 500 x 10(3) cells/ml was used. For both EC and SCC considerable variation was found between herds for sensitivity (the proportion of quarters infected with a major pathogen and detected as abnormal), and specificity (the proportion of quarters free from infection and detected as normal). The mean sensitivity and specificity of EC for the three herds was 49% and 79% respectively, whereas for SCC the means were 71% and 81% respectively. The variation in sensitivity and specificity of EC between herds was attributed to differences in the distribution of EC for quarters of similar infection status. It was concluded that these differences in herd EC precluded the use of pre-determined EC thresholds which were applicable for detecting mastitis in all herds.